INTRODUCTION
Nowadays there are strong reasons to believe that the dynamic theory [1] [2] [3] [4] of reconstructive martensitic transformations (MT) adequately describes a wide number of the observed peculiarities of cooperative structure reorganization. Such transformations possess evident characteristics of the first-order transitions, proceed with noticeable deviation of phases from the equilibrium temperature, and involve the limiting case of supersonic crystal growth. Naturally, the question arises in what measure this dynamic theory is applicable to a description of transformations with less evident characteristics of the first-order transitions. In this regard, we note that in titanium nickelide and alloys on its basis, three MT variants (B2→B19, B2→R, and B2→B19′) are often observed [5, 6] . From them the B2→B19 MT involves the maximum change of the relative volume, and the B2→R MT involves the minimum change of the relative volume. In [7, 8] it was demonstrated that methodology suggested in [1-4] provides a reasonable description of the habit planes of the B2→B19 MT for which it is suffice to consider the threshold regime of propagation of the control wave process (CWP). Recall that the concept of the initial excited state (IES) arising in the elastic field of a dislocation nucleation center (DNC) plays the key role in the dynamic theory [1] [2] [3] [4] . The oscillatory character of the IES creates the CWP transferring the threshold strain that breaks the stability of the initial phase. The concepts of the heterogeneous nucleation and wave growth are synthesized if we consider that the wave normals n 1 and n 2 of the wave beams forming the CWP and describing tension (ε 1 > 0) and compression (ε 2 < 0) strains in the superposition region are collinear to the eigenvectors ξ i (i = 1, 2) of the strain tensor of the elastic field of the defect in the nucleation region:
The normal N w to the habit plane determined by the CWP propagation direction is given by the expression where v 1 and v 2 are the moduli of the propagation velocities of waves in the directions n 1 and n 2 . At low threshold strains ε th , the relationship
holds true. To describe correctly the orientation relations (OR), transition from the threshold to final strains is required. It can be demonstrated that for the B2→B19 MT and the CWP variant [9, 10] providing the fastest transformation of the {110} B2 planes, the OR can be calculated by analogy with [10] . Here from the same positions we study the B2→R MT as the first-order transition, but close to the second-order transition, because the threshold strain, the temperature hysteresis between the direct and reverse transformation, and the thermal effect are small. Various aspects of the problem of the В2→R transformation have already been analyzed in Chapter 3 of [5] and in [6, 11] . For this reason, here we present only the information required for conclusions derived within the framework of the dynamic theory of forming martensite crystals. Arguments (and counterarguments) in favor of the CWP concept regarding the В2→R transition are stated as required.
TENSION AND COMPRESSION STRAIN RATIO
The evolution of the B2→R instability channel is determined by the observed tension strain ε || of the lattice along one of the symmetry axes <111> В2 and by the compression strain We first assume that the CWP creates the final tension strain ε 1 along the <111> В2 direction and the compression strain ε 2 along one of the transverse directions (for example, <1 2 1> B2 ). Then under conditions of low elastic anisotropy, the strain ratio created by the CWP will be | ε 1 /ε 2 | ≈ ae ─2 ≈ 1. Therefore, the observed ratio |ε
indicated above cannot be produced directly by the CWP of the chosen type. It seems likely that the final resultant strain contains additional contribution caused by the loss of stability according to an unfinished soft-mode scenario (as indicated above, the B2→R transition is close to the second-order transition). However, here we focus our attention on a less widespread variant of control in which the main role is played by the CWP transferring the threshold strain without tension along <111> В2 . In this case, it is natural to consider that the CWP induces the fastest compression of the plane orthogonal to Moreover, the dynamic mechanism can play the key role, because the compression it induces will create quasistatic tension in the direction orthogonal to the compression plane. Then the lattice tension is an indirect consequence of the CWP. Indeed, within the framework of the linear elasticity theory of an isotropic medium, the uniaxial tension ε || is expressed in terms of the transverse isotropic compression strain 
we can estimate ε || considering that the CWP induces the observed strain ⊥ ε . Using the data shown in Fig. 2 
